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DONOR PROFILE: 4306 
The past and current personal and family medical history, physical examination, and laboratory test results 

determine that donor 4306 is eligible and approved for semen donation at The Sperm Bank of California. This 

profile was prepared in January, 2010. 
 

Donor cannot be shipped to New York State 
 

PERSONAL INFORMATION  

Identity-Release
®
 Program: Yes 

Month/year of birth: 12/1977 

Education: Pursuing a Bachelor’s Degree in Classics, with minors in Fine Arts and French. 

Current occupation: Marine Restoration (restores antique wooded boats)  
 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Height: 6’1” 

Weight: 148 ½ lbs 

Hair color: Dark brown 

Hair type: Straight 

Eye color: Dark brown 

Complexion: Olive 
Body type: Small 

Ethnic origin: English, Scottish, Irish, German, Welsh, Russian 

Religion: Father is Jewish, mother converted to Judaism; donor does not practice any religion. 

Blood group/Rh: A positive 

Baby photo available: No 

Other defining features: Dimples, high cheek bones, tall and thin. 
 

FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY KEY: 

D donor   Ch child   F father   M mother   S sister    B brother 

Co cousin   A aunt    U uncle   MGF maternal grandfather 

MGM maternal grandmother   PGF paternal grandfather   PGM paternal grandmother 

FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY   

Breast Cancer: MGM at 50, radical mastectomy, resolved. PA#1 at 50, radical mastectomy, resolved 

Gastro-intestinal: MGF: Colon Cancer, onset at 50, chemo and radiation, cause of death at 75. 

Heart: F: High Cholesterol, onset at 60, diet changes, condition ongoing; Heart Disease, onset at 60, 

surgery, resolved. PGF: Heart Attack, cause of death at 61. MGF: High Cholesterol, onset in 50’s 

diet changes, ongoing. 

Metabolic/Endocrine: F: Diabetes, adult onset at 60, diet changes, condition managed; Hyperthyroid 

Disease, onset at 20, medication, condition managed. PA#1: Diabetes, adult onset at 39, insulin, 

condition managed; Hyperthyroid Disease, onset at 20, medication, condition managed.  
Respiratory: M: Hay fever, OTC medication, managed. PGM: Lung cancer, cause of death at 75. 

Sight/Sound/Smell: Donor eyesight: R:20/20 L:20/25 

Skin: F: Pre-cancerous skin growth, onset at 60, surgery, all cancer removed. 

Substance Abuse: MU#2: Drug Abuse, onset at 25, therapy, committed suicide at 30. 

Cancer (see above): MGM: Breast Cancer. PA#1: Breast Cancer. MGF: Color Cancer. PGM: Lung 

Cancer. F: Skin Cancer. 
 

DONOR LAB RESULTS  
Chlamydia: Negative  Gonorrhea: Negative  Syphilis: Nonreactive 

HIV 1 & 2: Negative  CMV total antibody: Nonreactive  

Hepatitis B: Negative  Hepatitis C: Negative  HTLV 1 & 2: Negative 

Urinalysis: Normal  Chem panel: Normal  CBC: Normal 

Cystic Fibrosis: Negative Tay Sachs: Negative Sickle cell anemia/thalassemia: Negative 



DONOR NARRATIVE: Donor # 4306 

 
Describe your personality (introvert, extrovert, funny, serious, goal-oriented, curious, etc.).  

I make friends easily, but am truly close to a pretty small group. I am very close to a great many 

friends from elementary and middle school, though we live all over the world. I have goals in my 

life but it is important to me that I enjoy getting there as the simple fact of getting there. I am 

usually having fun, whether working, traveling or playing. I rarely take anything too seriously to 

laugh at myself while doing it, I find it makes the hard parts of my life easier to bear and the fun 

parts all the more fun. I am always excited to try new things, go new places, meet new people and 

see new sights. Contrarily I am also always happy to go back and revisit familiar and well loved 

things. I like adventure, but am also happy curled up on the couch with a good book. 

 

What are your special interests and talents?  

I am an epicurean. I like to enjoy myself with others. I like to cook and enjoy good food with 

friends, to drink fine wines and liquors, to appreciate the arts and the performing arts. I like to look 

into the way things work and to build things to further understand them and to create beautiful, 

functional things. To sum up: I like to enjoy myself with others. 

In terms of talents; I am a sailor, I am skilled at sailing and working on boats, I play the flute, but 

not so well. I am a story teller, I love to meet people and talk to them. I am a pretty good bar tender 

and I throw wonderful parties. 

 

How would you describe your enjoyment of and skills in the following areas? 

 

math: I enjoy geometry and problems of spatial reasoning, mostly I like math with real world 

applications. 
mechanical: I like to do work on bicycles and sail boats and really any simple machines, as the 

complexity increases or the accessibility decreases as with automobile engines my interest 

wanes. 

athletic: I really enjoy being athletic, walking, hiking, bicycling anything where one is outdoors 

and can look at things. I am not very interested in competitive sports. 

musical, artistic, creative: Music and the creative arts are of great import to me, I play the flute a 

bit, and enjoy the opera. Finish carpentry is one of my favorite creative outlets.  

language (what languages besides English do you speak?): I speak French and read Latin  

and several dialects of Ancient Greek. 

 

What are your goals and ambitions in life?  

I want to sail around the world; I want to build a house with my girlfriend (actually build it, not 

have one built for us) where we can raise some children and have a garden and space to work on 

our various projects. I want to travel all over the world always visiting new places and seeing new 

things and meeting people.  

 

Why do you want to be a sperm donor?  

I want to be a sperm donor because I want to increase the number of wanted children in the world. 

I really like the idea of helping people who would not otherwise be able to have children to do so. 

 

Did you choose to be an Identity-Release® Program donor? __X__Yes ____No. Why did you make this 

choice?  It seems like a nice choice to make, if in twenty years or so a child from this program wants 

to meet me to answer some questions about my life or what not it seems like a fine thing to offer. 

 

What message would you like us to pass on to the people who are getting your sperm?  

I would like to thank them for making the conscious choice to become parents. We need more 

conscientious, responsible parents raising children in this world. 

  


